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WHAT MY FRIEND TOLD ME ABOUT 
HOLLYWOOD

The Jew is out of the bag.  There are no secrets any longer.  We all know how common is 
your sexual perversion.  Indeed, your Talmud tells you it is all okay to do whatever you want.  It 
doesn’t matter as long as you do it against Goyim; those animals in human skin which is everyone 
but you.  Girl goys are open game and are merely Shiksas.  Boy goys may be sodomized after the 
age of nine and girls; God help them for they may be sodomized after the age of three.  ‘Just as her 
tears will dry, so will her virginity return.’  It’s all okay.  It doesn’t matter.  The Kol Nidre will 
make it all alright and you can carry on with your nefarious schemes, you Jews; you Children of 
Satan and Sons of the Devil, just so long as you do it somewhere preferably where you are not 
known.  However, in the case of Hollywood, the Jew is so out of the bag and we all know what a 
bunch of perverted, godless creatures you are.  We now know all about you; not only how you prey 
on adult, or near adult girls, but you go after the little ones, as well.  We know what is served up 
on your pizzas in your filthy little shops in Washington and what you do at your spirit dinners.  It 
is all in the open how you do what you do in those vile dens called parliaments; those chambers 
where lies are spoken and we are expected to swallow your lies as you expect our girls to swallow 
your cum.  

So, let us take a look at what a dear old friend of mine told me many years ago.  I 
remember the year, but not the day.  My friend was an  Ukrainian count.  Indeed I have seen 
photos of him and his former circumstances when he was a nobleman in that ancient European 
country.  When he came to the Jew Nighted States he was no longer allowed to call himself a count 
and had to give up all claims to nobility.  This dear old friend became a Hollywood insider when he 
owned Kitty’s Saloon.  For those of you who do not remember, Kitty’s Saloon was the bar featured 
in the longest running and most popular American television series depicting the old western ways 
of the late 19th Century; Gunsmoke.  The saloon was an actual working saloon in which many 
Hollywood stars came for a drink when it was not used as a set for the Tell Lie Vision 
Programming.  My old friend was invited to lots of Hollywood parties including the party after the 
Academy Awards. So, let me now introduce my friend, who was murdered with chemo therapy at 
age 81.  His name was, Lew von Jung.  Some of you reading these words who are connected to 
Hollywood during the 1950s and 60s, would remember him.  May he rest in peace.  Lew was an 
amazing man with a very interesting history, a significant part of which included time spent in 
Tinsel Town.

It was in 1999 when Lew told me about what went on at the post Academy Awards party.  
I warn you, dear reader, this may shock you when you consider who the award winners were 
during those incredible years in which every Christian Value which we hold to be sacred was 
besmirched and reflections of first century Rome were flaunted in our faces.  

Does the word orgy mean anything to you?  Yes?  Well, that is pretty much what sums up 
the post Academy Awards party where the male and female winner of the award copulated in 
public, in front of all of their movie friends after which the party began in earnest and, ‘dripping 
cocks’ where everywhere and moans and groans overcame the orchestra.  This is a first hand 
account from someone who was there and is now dead.  Chemo therapy got him.  In the case of 
some Hollywood insiders, it was suicide with several bullets to the back of the head or other such 
obviously suicidal endings.  It’s best to go out with a bang, they say.
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If you recall, recently two movies came out of Hollywood in which increasingly larger 
spectacles were made of public fornication; those movies were, Crank 1 and 2.  One who witnessed 
lots of that sort of thing recently went back to his birthplace to sit with his old pal Mephistopheles 
in his mansion where the fires are stoked with human souls and shiksas dance naked in the 
flames of perdition.  It is all so sordid, isn’t it?  Jewish social engineer Hefner is dead but someone 
else will replace him and further the enterprise to demean and diminish those high level moral 
values we once held to be dear and sacred and which sustained our White Civilizations all over 
the globe and made our nations great.

The story about Harvey Weinstein, (Styn, not steen), a wealthy Hollywood pig, who so 
happens to be Jewish, go figure, is not an anomaly in Hollywood.  Indeed his sexual depravity is 
typical of Jews.  To wit: their capital of evil, Telaviv has more brothels and sex stuff per square 
inch than any other place on earth.  White Girls, particularly from Eastern Europe, which was 
impoverished by Jewish banking scams, are enticed to go seek employment in Israhell and then 
end up being sold into sex slavery.  Once they are used up, they are tossed on a pile of dead 
Shiksas who disappear into the dust of Herstory.  So sad.  Too bad.  Watch the movie series, 
Taken and you will have some idea of what happens.  If you can find a copy of, Eyes Wide Shut, 
take a look at that as well.  Those films do depict what is actually going on and Jews are at the 
bottom of it all.

Hollywood, being what it is, a propaganda and programming tool for the International 
Jewish Enterprise; to take total control of this planet and turn all the human beings who are not 
members of their cult/race into slaves, shows us quite often what is what and who is who.  Have 
you never noted the fedoras of the ultra tribalists and those of Mafioso gangsters in the films.  
Mafioso gangsters are Italian speaking Jews.  Indeed, the Kosher Nostra hails from Sicily where a 
large percentage of the population so happens to be Jewish.  Nefarious schemes and depravity is a 
racial/cultural characteristic of those creatures who are admonished to  lie, cheat, steal, and even 
kill Goyim by their Talmud.  Bestiality is okay with that tradition and so are other abominable 
practices which can only lead one to conclude that they are truly the minions of Lucifer and have 
been aiding and abetting a diabolical agenda which, if not stopped immediately by the Sons of God, 
this planet may very well become the prison planet spoken of by the Conspiracy Theorists; who 
are not theorists, but in fact: TRUTH SEEKERS who know what they are talking about and 
completely OVER stand the nefarious agenda of the Jews and can see very clearly through their 
tinsel and gelatin.  

Now has come another one of those times in the story of humanity when people of good will 
and high moral compass stand together and say, ‘ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!’  It is high time that we 
finally do it and expel those swine from our lands and make them great again.  It is time to gather 
together and find them where they are; those Zio toads, those traitors, those politicians, those 
Jews; all of them, and expel them from our lands.  Send them all packing back to the sewers 
which spawned them. Send them all back to hell, or South Georgia Island where we can surround 
that speck of land in the middle of the ocean with our navies and keep them there whilst we send 
them all those psychopathic Muslims they want to kill us with.  It should make interesting realty 
TV, watching how those two groups of murderous sociopaths integrate and create a marvelous 
multicultural paradise for themselves.  Unless that happens, God Help Us.

WHERE ARE THE PEOPLE OF SANTA ROSA, CALIFORNIA?
In one district of Santa Rosa, FIVE HUNDRED houses have been vaporized.  Some of those 

houses had people in them.  There is nothing left but the living trees; some of those being pine 
trees, which, as you know, go up like Roman candles when wind driven flames lick at their 
resinous trunks and alumina coated needles.  The story that is coming out of that hapless city, 
and from other places hit with mysterious, out of the blue fires; as if they were dropped out of the 
sky, entire houses have disappeared, leaving very little evidence of fire; as in charred wooden 
remains, melted glass, that sort of thing, but there is a strange white coating over the left over 
bits and pieces.  A few brick fire places and chimneys remain, but not much else.  The scarred 
vehicles have no glass in them.  Everything seems to be VAPORIZED.  WTF?!  To be continued.....
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